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I NT ROD U C T ION

I propose to crH'j ca11y exam'j ne one strand of the mi nd-body prob1ern

the Clwrent identity thesis t that sensations are 'identical with physiological

OCClH"'I"ences. l ~1y sights are lower than a full-scale physicalist treatment.

I will examine the more limited thesis that sensations are identical with

physiological occurrences and not the more general thesis that all mental

occurrences~ i.e. thoughts, perception~ the will~ introspection, etc., are

identical with physiological OCCUVTences. Ny reasons for cons'idel"ing only

ali l11i ted thes is ar'e threefold:

a) ·pdma facie l the limited tlles'is seems more plausibl(~ than a

full-scale physical'ism 'in that the limited thesis "is more amenable to testing

than the general thesis. We can give an accurate temporal correspondence

between Ilcorrelatedll sensations and physiological occurrences \'/hich cannot

be given fotq the Ilhigher ll mental events.

b) A. close explanatory aff'i1iat'icin is found between sensations and

pl1Y~,dological occur-rences \vhich is haY'dly ever' the case with "higher ll mental

events. 2

llPhysiological occurrences I is used in preference to brain process
because Ibrain process' ovet'-restricts the sot"ts of physiological occmqtqences
relevant to the identity issue. 'Physiolog'ical occurence l tqefets then, not
only to neural occurrences, but also to damaged tissues~ endocrine and muscular
systems, and any other physiological occurrences found to be relevant to
sensations.

2For further; i nfor~mat'ion on the close expl anatOl'y affil i ati on between
sensations and physiological occm~r~ences see Valerie and McCt~ae, 1I0h the Contin
gent Identity between Sensat'ions and Physiological Occllnqences 11, American
Ehilo~Q~hical Ql~, 1966. They separate out the different types-~
explanations.
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c) If the limited thesis runs into difficulties then these diffi

culties will l~un riot in any full"scale pl"'ogramme. Thus~ the limited thesis

is in a sense a test case and prolegomenon to a more general thesis.

The plan for dealing with the topic'is as follows:

i) I will comment briefly on the sorts of sensations the theot~

is interested in.

ii) Examine some of the reasons and motives for assenting to the

theor.>~ •

iii) Critically examine the identity thesis as espoused by J.J.C.

Smart and H. Feigl.

iv) Question whether or not it is appropriate to speak of the

lIidentification" of sensations and physiological occurrences.

v) Follow through the awkward epistomological positions of the

theory \ll1th respect to incOl"rigibility and privacy ("logical.1y pl"iv'ileged

access") .



CH/WTER I SENSATIONS

The sorts of sensations the identity theory is interested in are

physically localizable sensations, for example: bodily pains of all sorts,

itches, thirst, orgasm, dazzle, numbness and after-image~3 These are

sensations pt~oper and are distinguished fy'om "feelings" such as feeling tired,

feeling fresh, etc. Now, although bodily sensations proper and bodily feelings

have close resemblances there does seem to be a distinction between the two

sorts of phenomena. Bodily feelings may involve sensations but they do not

seem to be sensations. I think vie can !~oughly distinguish bodily sensations

from bodily feelings by saying that the former, but not the latter, are

introspectively located "in pr'ecise parts of the body (I SeW 'l~oughly distinguish'

becau~e·we do speak of feeling tired in the legs or arms or in the joints, but

there is no question of our locating tiredness in the precise way that bodily

sensations can be located). This is just a rough working distinction between

bodily sensations and bodily feelings, and nothing of crucial importance for

the identity theory turns on it.

One also notes the following features about sensations wh"ich help to

mark them off from the "h'igher" mental occurlAences and from bodily feelings;

i) 'Sensation' is not a success word in Ryle's sense. No achievement

or skill is involved in having a sensation. This marks off the concept of a

sensati on fr'om "perfot~mati veil or "success" concepts like percepti on.

3The examples listed are considered 'neat l sensations. We do not
ordinarily employ a Ineat' sensation vocabulat'y but 1~i1thet~ describe sensations
by referring to ho\'l common objects ordinarily look and feel to a notmal person.
Therefore~ for our purposes, sensation is used in a technical sense. It is
a1so used throughout as synonymous \<Jith I taw-feel I •
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ii) We cannot simply 'will I ourselves to have a particular

sensation as we can 'will' ourselves to do most "higher" mental operat-jons.

We can decide to have a certain sensation by setting up the appropriate

phys i ca1 conditi ons for their OCCUi~rence but vie cannot have a sensation by

an 'act of willi independent of setting up these conditions.

iii) Sensations al~e processes: It is the having of them as

occurrences which is important and not being in a special relation with any

sense-data-like lI entity". (I will expand on this later' on).

iv) Sensation IIreports" al~e said to be "jncori"'igible' and this mar'ks

them off fl"'om other mental oparati ons such as sense-pet"cepti on. (\~hether

~ensation reports are as a matter of principle incorrigible or whether

sensation reports are only generally, and as a matter of fact 9 true is a

leading question for the identity. Therefore I will postpone treatment of this

crucial topic).

v) It is worth noting that one is extremely limited in one's

characterizatiori of sensations if no physiological - physi~al type descriptions

are used. In other words 9 our natural or phenomenal language for describing

sensations has to'be greatly supplemented \\lith physiological-physical type

language in order to give an adequate account of sensations.

Now although these features serve to mark sensations off from other

mentalistic concepts nevel"theless they ate neLltl~al to the identity issue in

the sense tha.t a IIdualist" could agt'ee vlith all the featuY'es mentioned without

affecting his position. Howevm" on the other hand they do ind'icate that

sensations Cl.re more affiliated to the physical side of tt'aditional IIdualism ll

than was given credit. Neither ~o these factors beg a large part of the

identity issue as traditional characterizations of sensations as private 9
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non-locatable~ qualitative as opposed to quantitative, seemed to do. For

this reason I have omitted the traditional distinguishing features of

sensations and stuck to a relatively neutral characterization.



CHAPTER II MOTIVES FOR ASSENTING TO THE IDENTITY THESIS

Assent to some sott of identity between sensations and physiolog"ical

occurrences has come from a variety of quarters, but what most have in

common is their refusal to admit "items" or "P}"'opet~tiesll" ontologically

distinct from the empirically discoverable constituents of the physical

world. (That, in principle, sensations can be exhaustively explained and

described in a physical language which need not be supplemented with terms

referring to non-physical "items Jl or' IIpY·opertiesll). Thus they are mak"ing

'metaphysical' asset"tions about the natut~e of real"ity. I will now examine

some of the motives for such assertions.

(A) J.J.t. Smart4 considers it the business of philosophy to do

two things:

(i) eliminate nonsense and conceptual confusion through conceptual

analysis.

(i 1) deci de bet\'leen competi ng synop~i c vi e\'lS of the uni verse on the

grounds of scientific plausibility.

(I will omit discussion of (i) since it does not interest us directly).

Philosophers are entitled to speculate about competing world

hypotheses in cases where no empirical tests are available to decide between

them. Two such hypotheses for Smart are:

(a) that sensations are identical to brain processe~

and the opposed view

(b) that sensa~ions are not identical but only correlated with brain

4ph"ilos0phy and Scientific Realis!Jl 1 Chapter I, (Routledge & Kegan Paul,
)966) .
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processes. Now Smart believes that philosophic arguments will persuade us

to adopt the i dent'ity hypothes -j sin favour' of the cor~re1ati on hypothes is.

His main reason for" accepting the identity hypothesis in preference to the

other hypothesis rests on consider'ations at'ising from Occam's principle of

parsimony - "Do not multiply entities beyond necessity". Since, Smart

a~gues, no empirical test can decide between the competing hypotheses one

should opt fOl" the theory involving the least number of ent'it"ies, this would

be the identity hypothes'is s'ince it eliminates the existence of "entities ll

distinct from physical entities and processes without forfeiting its ability

as a theoi"y to give an account of human behav"iour, which 'includes both the

"mental ll and the physical. Opting fOr'" the "identity thesis ~'lOuld also have

the fur'ther advantage of gelling with the remainder of scientific theory

because unlike the corr"elation hypothes'is it would not involve speC'iallaws

to account for the relation between the ontologically distinct psychical

properties of sensations and neuro-physiological events. To illustrate the

point, consider the diagram below:

~euro-physiological events

ICIl I'i\ I1':a.CO ~ 9 ~ ~ U<}, Glt fElt 0'..')
t"'aw-feel events

On the top line we have a neul"o~physio'log;cal event which is explained by a

"net" of concepts in neuro··physiological theory, and on the bottom dotted

line the raw-feel event or what Smart refers to as qualia .. Now to conceive
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of a correspondence law or connecting law purporting to connect the neuro

physiological event vrith the t~aw-feel event would seem to be nothing mote

than an ad hoc device to expla.in the relation between the hlO distinct

events. Smart's point is that the correspondence law would be ultimate)

possessing little explanatory force. because it could not be fmqther

explicable within neuro-physiological theory or any other scientific theory.

We would have to accept as just a fact that when a certain complex neuro

physiological event occUr'S there also occurs a certain psychical event -

e.g. having a green after-image. The correspondence law would not be

related to the )"emaining "net" of neura-physiological concepts explaining the

neuro~logical occurrence and \.;ould simply IIdangle" fr"Otri the main body of

neuro-physiological theory. (For this reason both Feig" and Smart refer to

it as a IInmnological dangler ll
). Furthermm~e, because 'it would be an ulti

mate law it vlOuld not be susceptible to higher ordet' laws and this is contr'al"y

to the \'Iay science has developed in t'ecent times. Nevertheless this argument

is not logically compelling since a diehard dualist might well argue that it

is precisely because of the special nature of qua11a that makes it absurd to

try to fit them into the sci entifi c image of the woy'l d. The alqgument deti yes

its appeal from scientific considerations but unfortunately this_appeal is

usua l1y conf"j ned to the already converted.

Smat't's.ma.in t'eason fOt" denyin~l that there aI"€! tV/o correlated

processes going on when one experiences a sensation are considerations

arising out of Occam's parsimony principle 5 but I will argue that the use

of the principle is not appt~opr'iate to the pY'oblem. Smal"t bro.ndishes the

ptinciple about as if'it meant the Watet'loo for any dualist position. Howevel"

he never faces up to the following difficulties concerning the principle and

its application to solving the issue at hand.
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(i) a criterion has to be supplied for what is to count as an

lientityli. For instance, are aspects, appearances (sense-data) and properties

to count as "entities"? The principle is ineffectual unless this point is

clarified since w~at if one were to argue that sensations imply emergent

properties and not /I entHi es /l at al"l? Are these pt~operties elimenable by

Occam's principle?

(ii) the principle suggests a pragmatic critel~ion for necessity

which. is objectionable since the existence of "entities" is not a question

of usefulness or practical necessity.

(iii) perhaps in science, especially in theoretical physics if a

theory Tl postu'lating N number of theoretical entities explains an event as

well as a theory T2 postulating N + 1 theoretical entities then Occam's

principle demands that we abandon T2 in favour of Tl . Now even if emergent

properties were conceived' of a.n "entities" could the questi<;H1 of theh'

existence be decided in this way? The 'idualist" could cH~gue that emerqgent

p~operties are not theoretical \'!ithin a physical theory but are "real II

properti es whi ch everyone is fam'i 1i al~ VIi th by aequo. i ntance. O<Jhat I have

to say later on will show that I disagree with this viewpoint, but to be

fair to the dualist, arguments independent of Occam's principle at"'e necessary

to show why it is not so).

(B) I will now cons i cler a reason for accepti ng the identity theory

in favour of the correlation thesis independent of Occam's principle. What

the issue amounts to can be stated this way:· What benefits does asserting

(i) sensations are identical with neurophysiological occurrences

have over

(ii) the one-to-one correlation thesis? .
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I think a case can be made for accepting something l-ike (i) in favour of (ii)

on the grounds that (ii) is explanatorily inadequate whereas thesis (i) is

not. It seems that with (ii) we can always raise the question about the

nature of the correlation involved. We can ask: Why and how does the

carrel at; on or one-to-one correspondence bet\'1een mental events and phys ica1

events occur? Are we to say that it is an ultimate 9 inexplicable correspon

dence? I think it is because we can raise such questions concerning (ii) but

not (i) that (-ii) is explanatorily inadequate and is therefol"e less acceptable

than (i). To illustrate the point consider the case of someone who has had a

severe blow to his arm and is in pain; the doctor administers a pain-killer

and also gives the patient a rudimentary neufo-physiological explanation of

hm" the pain-killer' goes into his blood stream and affects his brain and so

on. But supposing after this the patient says "I understand all this but

still I want to know how it stops the pain I am experiencing. I' Or consider

another example of someone who has a. pathological fear of after-images: He

is told not to stare at certain objects for any length of time because this

has an affect on his retina, optic nerve and cortex. But after all this

explanat-ion by the doctor the patient says, "I under'stand all this but I am
5still vJOrri ed about those queer vi sions I expel'q; ence before my eyes. II If

the doctor is a supporter of (i1) and still refers to a mental occurrence

in addition to the neuro-physiological explanation then the patient's question

seems a legitimate one for by implication he (the patient) is asking what the

relation is betv/een the COl~t~esponding neuro-physiological and mental occurrence;

and it seems that the only reply the doctor can make is that is is an ultimate

5 .
I am indebted to Routl ey and r~acrae fo\'" these exampl es. See liOn the

Contingent Identity of Sensations and Physiological Occun'ences" 9 American
Pllilosophical Quarterly_, 1966.
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and inexplicable one. If the feeling of pain and the corresponding neuro

physiological occurrence are ontologica11y distinct then wha.t else can he

answer? However, if (i) is accepted instead of (i1) then the difficulty

"is avoided because in this case the neura-physiological explanation is

coupled with an identity relation - the pain as experienced ~ a neuro

physiological process. Therefore if the pain-killer stops the pain process

it fo 11 OVJS by the identi t.y thes is that it also stops pa in as experi enced.

Moreover, the doctor's reply will amount to his imparting new knowledge to

the patient to the effect that his (the patient's) feeling of pain is

identical with a neuro-physiological occurrenc~. Furthermore if the patient

is ~lever and willing to learn, he will add a new concept of pain to his

understand"ing, a concept explanatorily richer than his ordinary phenomenal

language concept of pain, denoting not only the relevant brain state but

the relevant physiological events leading up to that brain state also.

One objection to this sort of account is that the coupling of a neuro

physiological explanation with an identity relation is inconsistent. That

what the neurophysiological account amounts to" is a description of the cause~

of the patient'~ after-image and pain experiences, and since if A causes B

then A cannot be identical with B,then how can I say that sensations are

identical with the nem'ophys"iological process? However, this is not a vet·y

compelling objection if V-le compat'e the statement 'Pain 1/1 J2. neUi~ophysiological

process I' with other scientific identifications such as

Lightning is an electrical discharge from ionized clouds of
\'Jater vapour'.

Now scientifically there is nothing inconsistent in" asserting both

a) Lightning is caused by an electrical discharge from ;ized
clouds of water vapour
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and

Lightning is (identical)6 with electrical discharges
... water-vapour.

Similarly, if at a future date science provided sufficient evidence for

saying that "Pain ljJ h the neurophysiological occurrence 4>11 just as it

produced sufficient evidence to say "Lightn"ing j_?~ an electrical discharge

from ionized ... \'Jater vapour", then I see nothing inconsistent ·in

asserting both

1) Pain ljJ is caused by neurophysiological process ~

and

2) Pain ljJ ~ neurophysiological process ~.

(C) A motive for asserting an identity theory could well come fi~om

psychology. To elaborate on the motive consider how behavioural psychology

deals with sensations. What a psychologist does essentially is subject a

person, x, to a stimulus likely to affect his sense organs, he then discovers

from x's response and discriminations what x is feeling. But in describing

how x reacts to different sorts of stimulus the psychologist does not seem

to be really dealing with XiS felt sensations at all but with his overt

behaviour and disposition to behave. Thus the discoveries behavioural

psychology claims to have made about sensations have not been about

sensat·ions at all but about the sensitivity of XiS organs to physical stimulus .

.It seems that psychology does not deal with what most people consider the most

important aspect of sensations~ i.e. the sensation quality or qualia. Behavioural

61 \·1111 show in a later chapter that speaking of lIidentity" is
inappi-'opriate. l1hat usually happens in s<;:"ielltific "identifications" l"ike
the lightning case is that concepts in scientific theory about lightning
such~as 'electrical discharge', lionized vapour clouds', etc. replace or
supplant our ol"dinary phenomenal notions of "lightning.
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psychology is in an embarrassing position: Either it can deny that we

experience any 'qualia', which seems patently false to any psychologist

who has ever experience a sensation; or it can ignore the qualia aspect

. as unimportant to their discoveries. Now if sensations were identical with

neuropsyciological occurrences, then by supplementing the stimulus-response

theory vd th neurophys i 01 09i cal theory, the psycho1ogi stcQul din pri !lci p1e

tell the whole story about sensations. He could give an account which not

only referred to peripheral behaviour symptoms but also t6 the central

causes of that behaviour.

(D) Some philosophers have been troubJed by the possible 'ontological'

consequences of the ep'istemological asymmetry between knowledge of sensations

and mental experience in general, and knowledge of bodily and physical facts.

It is a.rgued tha.t our knowledge of our 0I'lll mental sta~es is logically, if not

causa lly, independent of Ollt~ bodi es and other phys i ca1 facts. In a roundabout

way Descartes? Vias r'eferring to this.\'/hen he sa'jd that he could legitimately

deny the existence of his body and all other physical facts but could not

deny tha.t he \'las a 'feeling', 'doubting', "\1/111ing l
, 'intending' something.

The epistemolog"ical asymmetry alluded to by Descartes makes it consistent

to assert that our mental experienc~s, including our sensation experiences,

could survive independent of our bodies. If our mental states are logically

independent, as the asymmetry suggests, there is nothing logically inconsistent

in asserting the existence of my mental states v/hile at the same time denying

tlle"ir dependence on my bodily states - thus the logical inten'igibility of

Descartes' disembod'ied soul'. One way of avoiding these aVlkv/ard ontological

consequences (this is not to say that it is the only way or the best way)

7Meditations, II.
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would be to support a physicalist position~ In the sensation case this

would mean that if future scientific developments justified us in asserting

IISensa tions are physiological occurrences" then in virtue of the identity

rel at; on betv/een sensati ons and phys i 01 ogi ca1 occurrences the poss ibil ity

of a disembodied soul would be denied. 8

BFor what I think the epistemological asymmetr.y betvJeen knQvvledge of !:!l.Y
sensation states and my knowledge of other peoples' sensation states - the.
puzzle about "Other Hinds" - amounts to in a physicalist analysis then see
Chapter V, p. 49~



CHAPTER ·111 sr~ART AND FEIGL

Now to the identity theory as espoused by J.J.C. Smart and H. Feigl

- I will deal with Smart first.

To understand what Smart's position is can best-be seen in the

context of some points made by R. Chisholm in :Tl1e Theol'''y of Knolt/ledge,.9

Chisholm points to two tendencies in natural language:

a) the tendency of language to suggest that what is
phenomenally given in experience are special sorts
of lI entities li

• This tendency is enshrined in the
sense-data theory.

b) the tendency to chat~acteY'ize our expet~i ence as
processes rather than sense-data entities - this
tendency is ens hr'; ned in the i dentity theOl~y .

Now both Chisholm and Smart reject the sense-data theory outl"ight; they

t'eject any theory which implies that having an experience, eithel" a sensation

or perceptual experience, consists in acquaintance with special non-physical

enti t"i es. Smart's reasons for t"ejeci.:i ng sense..data are:

(i) ~onceived of as special entities sense-data are unintelligible

from a scientific point of view (they are unintelligible from a purely

philosophic standpoint too, but Smart's main point hinges on scientific

considerations).

Conceived of as special il~reducible entHies they are IInomological

danglers ll
• And as I have already mentioned they would have to be related to

neurological occurrences and by the nature of the case the relation would be

an ultimate one expressed in a law not susceptible to higher order laws.
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Futthermore, we \'JOul d appear to have ultimate 1aVIs of nature I'/l1i ell roe 1ate

something simple, Ol~ apparently simple, such as experience, to a very complex

and special neurophysiological process involving billions of neurons. Smart

argues that scientific laws are not of this sort and feels justified in

rejecting sense-datum entities as scientifically unintelligible. This is a

poor argument since I tlrink the sellse··data theory is essentially a philosophic

theory and not a scientific one. He is using dubious scientific considerations

to steam~roller the theory whereas it can be steamrolled much better from

logical considerations alone.

(ii) If Smart identified sense-data entities with brain processes

he would be open to the sorts of objections brought against Thomas Case~O an

identity theorist of the last century. Case argued that the sentence 'Jones

experiences a sensation x' states an intimate relation between Jones and

another entity, the sensation x. The sentence is no different from the

sentence 'Jones eats an apple', and just as it states a relation between

Jones and the apple. so the sentence 'Jones experiences a sensation x' states

a t~elation between aones and the entity sensation x. The entity Jones is in

relation to in the sentence 'Jones experiences a sensation Xl is literally

part of the brain; that is, bits of grey matter. Case is arguing that Jones

is in relation to a sensation entity which is itself identical with bits of

grey matter. He says tha.t sensations are identical ~"ith "physical parts of

the nel"VQllS system, tactile, optic, auditOlqy, etc., sensibly affected in

var-ious mannet's". Again, he says, liThe hot felt is the tactile ner·ves heated,

the white seen is the optic nerves so coloured". Thus Case thinks that when

I see a white patch on "the wall that

10rllls i ~a1 Rea l"i Sin, (London:
1888), pp.24, 25 and 33.

I am really seei ng my opt; c nerves

Longmans, Green and Company Limited,
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coloured white. F.A. Bradley aptly remarked that according to Casels

theory It/hen he was offended by an unpleasant smell he was really aware of

lithe stinking state of his own nervous systemll . Case's mistake is in

, thinking that a sensation is a special sort of entity which we are related

to and then going on to identifying this with part of the brain.

His mistake becomes clearer by setting out the essentials of his

argument as follows: First he asks us to consider the sentence 'Jones

experiences a sensation (or lIappearancell),' he then identifies the sensation

with parts of the brain and this yields 'Jones experiences a part of his

brain'. Thus, although he has given a physicalist account of appearances

and sensation he has not given a physicalist account of that process which

is Jones' experiencing of the sensation. It is easy to see how Bradley was

able to parody the theory for \'/hat Case is doing is taking a substantive

vi e\'I' of sensati ons, identifyi ng them vii th bHs of grey matter so that if

my sensation is of heat and since it is identical w'ith parts of my brain

then the I~elevant part of my brain must be hot too. He have the absurdity

of saying that when I feel pain from touching a hot poker then really I am

feeling pain from being in relation to hot parts of my brain. \'lhat Case

should have said was that the process of Jones' experiencing a sensation is

identical with a brain process, that the total experience - the having-of-a

sensation is identical with a brain process, and not Jones' experiences a

sensation entity which is identical \vith part of the brain.

Smart's theory avoids the absurdities of Casels theory because he

is concerned with the process of appearing or experiencing and not with

substant'j V(~ appeat'ances. Hi s theory is not a theory about the i clentity of

classes of entities - the lIappearance entHyll v/ith parts of-the bi'a;n, but
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a theory about the identity of classes of processes - the process of having

a-sensation is identical with a brain process. Now insofar as Smart speaks

of processes he presupposes what Chisholml1 refers to as the adverbial theory

of appeat~ances rather than the substanti ve theol"y of appearances. Sd efly,

Chisholm's adverbial theory runs as follows: Our perceptual appearances

(Chisholm uses lIappeal~ancesll to cover both ravi-feels, and the phenomenally

given aspects of sense~perception) are not facts about a special class of

sense-data entiti es but facts about the SOl~ts of process a person undergoes

when he experiences something. 'He argues that the fault of the sense-data

theory consists in constnri I1g II appearance II 'j II _the sentences I the appeal"'ance

of a thing is white i or iJones experiences a white appearance I substantively.

Construing these sentences this way is ontologically misleading since

appearance suggests a sense-data entity to v/hich Jones is related. To avoid

this tendency, Chisholm suggests that v/e ought to construe

(i) Jones experiences a whit~ appearance

as

(ii) Jones is appeared to white. Or, Jones
se'nses whitely.

Now the advantage of construction (ii) is that \'/e ate not committed to

saying that there is an entity - an appear'ance - of VJhich 'white' designates

a pl"operty: We are not committed to the existence of a \IJhite sense-data.

Rather \IJe are saying that there is a pr'ocess of being appeared to, or sensing

or experi enc; ng, \IJhere the advel~b I whitely' descri bes the way in \"h i ch the

process occurs. 'Whitely' tells us something about the way in which an object

(a white patch on the-wall) appears when we look at it, just as 'slowly' and
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'quickly' tells us about the way someth"ing moves. NO"l, the l~elevance of

this to Smart is that his position presupposes the adverbial theory in that

'Jones senses whitely' or 'Jones is appeared \'/hite to' suggests a .?.i.!:!.9.l~

process. This makes available a type of locution which suits Smart's

purpose and which I hope will also help to show the linguistic logic of

his position.

Even if we could avoid Case's mistakes by construing 1Jones experiences

a white appearance' into 'Jones experiences a white appearing' where 'white

appearing' suggested a process and not a substantive appearance this does not

go far enough for Smart because 'Jones experiences a white appearing' might

suggest t\'/o pl~ocesses - one suggested by .!:~erienc:es and the other suggested

by ~wpeari I}Jt. One mi ght thi nk that biO causally connected processes wet~e

involved. (a) a brain process suggested by 'Jones experiences' and (b) an

emergent. psychical process suggested by 'a I'Jllite appearing~. Thus;n or~der

to avoi d multi plyi ng entiti es (processe~·) beyond necessity. VJe ought to say

'Jones is appeared to white' or 'Jones senses (experiences) whitely' where

only one process is involved - the single process suggested by IJones sensing

whitely' or in the case of sensation 'Jones sensing painfully'. Finally.

having argued for a single process. Smart identifies this process with a

brain process. In othet~ words. 'Jones senses whHely' or 'Jones senses

painfully' is equivalent to something like 'Jones' brain. 's at time TI'.

Or put what I think is a better way: that the single process expressed in

our perceptual and phenomenal language of expet1ence by 'Jones senses

painfully (\'Jhitely), is identical with a brain process expl~essed in a

future neurophys"jological theory by 'Jones' bra"jn • 's at time TIl.
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To see the fUller implications of Smart's position consider how he

deals with what is considered a powerful line of argument against the

identity thesis. The argument amounts to this: since Smart asserts that

'Sensations are brain processes' is' a contingent identity statement then it

follows that it must be possible to give logically independent explanations

of the terms 'sensation' and 'brain process', and that these independent

explanations imply different sets of properties ~r features which count

against the identity thesis. To i1lustl~ate the point consider an analogous

identity statement - e.g. 'The Morning Star is the Evening Star'. Now we

can explain the meaning of the expression 'The l~oY'n"lng Star' by speak"ing of

the star seen on certain mornings of the year, and we explain the meaning of

the expression 'The Evening Stat,,1 by spea.king of the star seen on certain

evenings of the year. The argument tries to show that in virtue of 'Sensations

are brain processes' be'ing a cont"ingent identity statement \'Ie can give logicaily

independent explanations or definitions of the meanings of the two expressions

on each side of the ident"ity. And because \'Ie can do this \'Ie al~e supposed to

be entitled to say that the 'sensation' and 'brain process' expressions~ in

virtue of having independent explanations or definitions imply different

properties. Smart puts the objection to himself in this way:

IINOH it may be said (Hax Black) that if vIe identify an
experience and a brain process, and if this identifi
cation is~ as I hold it is, a contingent or factual
one, then the experience must be identified ... as
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having some property not logically deducible from the
propel~t'ies whe~~eby \'Ie identify the bl~ain process. To
retUt~n to our analo9Y of the contingent identification
of the author of Waverly with the author of Ivanhoe 
If the property of being the author of Waverly is the
afii:1.1ogue of the neUi~ological properties of a brain pro
cess, what is the analogue of the property of being the
author of Ivanhoe? There is an inclination to say 'an
irreducible emergent intY'ospectible property' .11'2

The expression 'brain process' gives no trouble since we can explain its

meaning just as we can explain the meanings of other expressions in contin-

gent, identity without departing from an account or explanations that involve

only physical properties and y·elations. But the difficulty the objection

relies upon is whether we can give an account of sensations without referring

to non-physical, emergent prpperties. If we answer in the negative then even

if Smart can avo'id speak'ing of tvlO processes, nevertheless he is forced to

admit the existence of diffel"ent emergent properties of the one under-lying

pl"ocess. Thus it 'is aneged he has removed the duality of: prqocesses at the

cost of being forced to admit a dualitj of properties of the same process

on the one hand physical propel~ties and on the other hand emergent, psychico.l

properties.

Smart's reply to this objection is as follows: Consider a report of

an after-image experience. [He selects the after-image example because of

its "neat" exper'ience value and because it is thel"'efore more suscept-jble to

interpretation as implying emergent properties than other raw-feels.

(Expei~ience of an after-image really seems to be an acquaintance vlith some

psychi cal' entity· )]. He ar'gues that the l~epOl"t of an after-image experi ence

ca.n in principle be expressed as follovJs:

l2phil~sophY and Sci enti f'j c Rea}l.sm, p. 94.
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IIWhat is goinLon in me is like what ~oing on in me
when n~ eyes are open. the lighting is normal. etc.,
and there n~ally is a yellow-orange patch on the I'lall. 11

13

The part underlined is the lI equ ivalence ll of my after-image experience. and

it characterizes my expedence by saying v/hat sort of experience it is like

but says nothing of the nature of the after-image itself. The equivalence

is. topic-neutral to the intrinsic nature of the after-image itself; that

is. neutral to whether the experience tsa non-physical process or a physical

process identifiable with events in the brain. A dualist will think that

what is going on in him is a non-physical process, an ancient Greek may

think that it is a process in his heart. wh'ile Smart' thinks that it is a

process in his brain. The report itself is neutral to all the possibilities.

(Smal~t is not saying that we can always cllarac:tetize oUr' sensations in this

vlay, or that in fact peopl e ever do chal~actei'i ze them in til; sway. As a

matter of fact. people can only describe their experiences directly). Now

Smart's point aga"inst the emergent p~opel~tie$ objection is that since the

report is topic-neutral there is no suggestion in the characterization which

entitles:one to attribute emergent properties to one's after-image experience.

Admittedly, sentences like 'I am experiencing an after-image' say that some-

thing is going on in me but they say nothing about the intl"insic nature of

the event itself, but at best only what other event it is like - i.e. the

event occurri ng "when my eyes are open. the 1i ghti ng is normal. etc.. "

D.fvl. Armstl~ong in A l"laterialist Theory of r"1ind14 makes a similar point about

the topic-neutrality of sensation reports and also about sentences referring

--·-1.~il1Jos_O~~QLandScientific Realism~ Gh. V, p. 94.

1.{b.l"1. Ar-mstrong, A fvlateria'iist TI~~~ of t1ind, Rautledge t~ Kegan
Paul. 1968.
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to the "higher" mental events such as think"it19. will"ing, etc, He refers to

Descartes I mi stake in conel udhlg that because statements of the form 'I am

thinking' do not contain reference to spatial location then this meant that

some non-physical substr'ate \'las involved in which mental events occUi~red,

Armstrong a}~gues that Descartes had no r"ight to infel" a non··physical subst}~ate

because the statement II am thinking' only repotts that one is thinking and

not what the nature of thinking is itself.

Hav'irig establ"j shed the topi c-neutl"a1ity of after-image reports

Smart's next move is to argue that the experience of having an after-image is

like the experience of a yerlow-orange patch undet~ nonnal conditions, and

this likeness is for- him (out of reasons concerrring scie.ntific plausibility

l~eferred to eat'lied a similar"ity of neui"ological patterns. "Thus if the

seeing of an orange patch under normal conditions is identical to brain process

P then the after-image exper"j ence ; s i dent; ca 1 to a bm in process 5i mil ar in

pattern to brain process P, As it stands Smart's argument is anything but

persuasive since the dualist could argue that the likeness consists in simi

larity between emergent psychical "eer'cel!tu_~ propet~ties of seeing an or'gang~

patch in normal condit-ions, and the emergent psychical pl"~operties of the after

image experience. It seems that although Smart has eliminated emergent properties

at one level (the after-image experience) they reapperir at another higher level

(perceptual level). Thus, for his argument to go through. he would have to

assume the identity of perceptual experience with a neuro-physiological process,

However, I don't think this is too vlOrtisome for Smart for he could say that fOlA

the same reusons I i dent"j fy sensati ons and b\~a in processes, I also i dentHy the

t'a\'1-feel aspect of perceptual experience "lith a brain process. The t~~ouble is

though. that Smart's reasons for' identifying sensations and brain pl~ocess are
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extremely weak Occam's principle for instance needs to be thoroughly

revised and as I have already said his other t'eason - the IInornological

dangler ll ar-gument - appeals mainly to the all"eady convet~ted. Perhaps a

more basic question is appropriate here: Is Smart on the right track in

speaking of an ident"ity re"tation? Since this question concerns any identity

theorist~ I will postpone answering it until after treatment of Feigl.

Now to Feigl IS position. The question Feigl is interested in is

this: VJhat is the relation betvteen t~a\'J-feels" and neum-physiological stat.es?

Or, stated in a more technical way~ what are the logical relations of raw-

feel talk to the terms and statements in neuro-physiological language? His

answer to the questions he poses is succinctly summed up in the following

extl"act fr'om hi s ma in vmrk on the subj act - .The 1l"1ental' and the 1Phys i ca11.15

liThe rav/-feels of di rect experi ence as we 'have' them,
are empirically identifiable with the referents of
certa"in specifiable concepts of molat~ behaviour theory,
and these, in turn, are empirically identifiable with
the 't~eferents of some neuro-phys i 0 'j ogi ca1 concepts. II

There are two moves to Feigl's argument:

a) that raw-feels Bx'e emph'i ca lly ident; f"j abl e with the refer'ents

of behaviourist concepts

and

b) that the behaviourist concepts are in turn empirically identi-

fiable with the referents of neuro-physiological concepts.

Certainly a) as it stands needs explaining. But what Feigl means is this:

As its name impl"ies, behav"iourism does not refer to events going on lIinside ll

a person but only to overt and publicly Qbservable behaviour of a person.

-----n>rhe 't·1ental' and the •Physical_I s University of Minnesota Press,
1967,. p. 78.
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Behaviourism theorizes about the nature of m'an from the lI ou tside" so to.

speak, in that what tt has to say is based on observation of overt behaviour

in accordance with stimulus-response conditions. And in so far as it is an

"outside ll view of man, behaviour theory is neutral to the question of whether

what goes on inside a person is a psychical process concomitant with a

paral"lel neuro~physiological one, or YJhether there is only a single neut~o

physiological pl"ocess. Thus, behavioural theory as it stands leaves out of

account }~aw-feels as exper'ienced fr'om the lIinside ll and knovm to exist dil"ectly

by the pel"son under'go'i ng the exper'l ence. Raw-feels as experi enced are not

part of the behaviourist picture since behaviourism is only concerned with

overt; intersubjectively confirmable behavioural indica~ors and not raw-feels

which are by definition not intersubjectively confirmable. .Hm'1ever, Feigl

wants to say that if we construe what the behaviourist is doing in a certain

way then the f'irst stage (a) of his identHication progl"'amfne will go through.

He says this:

"Hhy should we then not conclude that the behaviouristic
psychologist can "tr'iangulate" the c1il"Bct experiences of
others? I think that indeed he does just that if he
relinquishes the narrow peripheral1st position, i.e. if
he allows himself the introduction of theoretical concepts
which are logically connected with, but never explicitly
definable in terms of~ concepts pet~taining to overt molal'"
behaviour. These acquaintance-wise possibly unknown states
which the behaviotlrist must introduce for the sake of a
theoretical explanation of overt behaviour, and to which he
refers as the central causes of the peripheral behaviour
symptoms and man'ifestations, may well be identical '.'-lith the
referents of the phenomenal ter~Os used by his subject in
introspective descriptions of his (the subjects) direct
experi ence. "16

Thus if we construe the concept of a mental state at the behaviourist level

as "them'ati cally explanatlwy" of overt behavi OU\~ then these states (at

pt"esent unknown) may be i dent; ca1 wHh the \"efel"ents of the t"'avl-·fee1 teriilS

16!Pid q p. 69.
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one uses in introspective reports of direct experience. This would mean,

for instance, that lito ascribe to a person the experience of, for example,

an at'tcy'-"image, amounts, \'iitlrin the intersubjective frame of refeY'ence, to

the ascription of a hypothetical construct (theoretical concept), anchored

in observable stimulus-response variables".'7 Feigl IS first move to estab-

1ish his identity thesis is then to try and shov'J that the unknm',nstates \'ihich'

the behavi ouri st must introduce may be i denti ca 1 with l"eferents of pheno

menal terms. His next move (b) is to show that these "states" may be identi:'"

cal to neuro-physiological occurrences and it is the philosopher's job to show

that there are no insuperable philosophic difficulties which would bring down

the hypothesis. But what sorts of arguments would persuade us of the hypo

thesis that raw-feels are identical to neuro-physiological occurrences?

Fe"igl believes thctt progr'ess in neuro-physio"logy \"1i11 shmv an increasingly

close correlation between raw-feels and brain processes and it is his

"r"jsky guess" that concepts in Utop'ian 'neurology v.Jill be shmvn to be

extensionally equivalent to concepts in behavioUY'ist theor'y denot-jng the same

referents as phenomenal terms in int\"ospective descriptions of dir'ect

experience. When this state of affairs arises in the future we will be in a

position to say that rav-I-feels are contingently ident'ical v.Jith neuro

physiological occurrences.

liThe empil"ica"1 chal~acte\'" of the identif-ication tests upon the
extensional equivalences~ or extensional implications, which
hold between statements about the behavioural and neuro
physiological evidence. In our example this means that all
persons to whom \'ie ascri be an after.. image, as evi denced by
certain stimulus and response conditions, also have cerebral
processes of a certa"j n ki nd, and vi ce-versa. 1/

18
----.7:---

Ibid., p. 80.
18--·-

Ibid' l p. 81.
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50, just as other' concepts of behaviour theory such as habit strength,

expectancy, drive, -instinct, memory trace, repression and supei~"ego may

be identical ;n future neur>o-physiolog-jcal theo,ky with neUl"on pr'ocesses

or patterns, so the concept of raw-feels (construed as a hypothetical

construct anchored in obsel"vable stimulus-response conditions) too \'Iill

si~ilarly be identified with specific neuron patterns a~ prucesses. Of

course, at our present state of rieuro-physiological knowledge the refere~ts

of these concepts are unspecified as regards their neuro-physiological basis:

This is compat~able though \'-lith the early stages of f"lendel 1s theor'y of heredity

when there were all sorts of speculations as to the nature and composition of

the gene (latet~ to be discoveiqed to be composed of large D.N.A. molecules).

An outl i ne of Fei gll s argument amounts to th; s : He offe,qs the hypo

thesis 19 that certain neuro-physiological concepts will succeed certain

behavioural concepts such that some of these concept~which denote events

referred to in phenomenal terms as the raw-feels of experience will be

extens'ional1y equivalent with some neuro--physiological concepts. In such an

event we woul d be ina pas iti on to say tha.t the events denoted by neuro

physiological ~oncepts and those events refel"red to. in our introspective

awareness of raw-feels are one and the same event, namely a neuro-physiological

occurrence. His main task after offering this hypothesis is to show that no

current philosophical or logical objections are valid against the identity.

Now I have no burning criticisms of the way he deals with the usual philo

sophical objections to the identity hypothesis but I feel uneasy about his

claim that raw-feels are jdent-ical \'lith neuron processes or patterns. ~'Jhat

does he mean here by ident-j ca l? Even granti ng a vast number of detail ed
1------- ..

9He offers only an hypothesis since as yet it cannot be asserted that
·5ensations are neurophysiological processes until science provides sufficient
evi dence I. -
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correlations between specific brain processes and specific raw-feels would

only be part of the answer since even a perfect correlation between two

items does not establish that they are identical. A criterion of event

identity must be established which justifies us in saying that two correlated

items are one and the same event. Feigl has very little to say about this

and'yet it would seem to be essential to his enterprise. Thus I do not

think that Feigl can be justified in asserting an ident"ity until he has

clarified precisely what he means by identity.. Perhaps it would be better

for both Feigl and Smart if they were to speak of the'! IIreplacement" of pal"t

of one account or theory (our introspective phenomenal language account of

raw-feels) by a more sophisticated neuro-physiological theory. My task in

the. next chapter will be to expand on this point.



CHAPTER IV EXPLICANDUM OR IDENTITY?

From noVl on I will speak of lIidentification ll with caution since I

think the central issue is not whether sensations are identical with

ne~rophysiological processes but whether there are any serious philosophical

obstacles preventing us from giving a physicalist analysis of sensations.

This reformulation of the problem is not only fairer to the information

available about the relation between physiological occurrences and mental

states (an Utopian theory is not ~ theory) but it also does not have the

disadvantage of bogging us do~n over questions about the sort of identity

involved. (This too will be determined by \rJhat the neuro-p"hysiological

theorY\'iill turn out to be). Smart, for instance, runs into difficulties

by specifying that the identity statement is a contingent and not a necessary

or ana lyti c i denti ty. He uses the di sti ncti'on beb'ieen lI analyti cll and

II contingent ll identity to avoid objections making use of intentional contexts:

For instance, the objection against a strict analytic identity relation would

run as follows: IIJones knows that he is experiencing a red raw-feel II when

conjoined with the identity theory's equivalence IIExpedencing a raw-feel ~

having a cer'tain state in one's visual cOl~texll entails IIJones knows that he

is having a certain state in his v"isual cortex ll
, an inference which is clearly

invalid. This is all very well but if he is arguing, as he seems to be, that

the identity between sensations and bl~ain states may one day (given Utopian

neur'ophysiology) be a law of nature then we could argue that the very contin

gent - analytic distinction he makes use of to forestall intentional
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objections is not a sharp one at all especially when it comes to purported

laws of nature. Smart is weakening his thesis by labelling the identity a

contingent one. He is not looking ahead far enough (dare I say it~) because

, if we worked out and theoretically elaborated a system of definite

correlations between sensation wand brain state ~ then the identity state

ment 'Sensation w is brain state t' would not be a contingent or synthetic

statement but more like an analytic one. In virtue of the theoretically

elabm~ated system we might want to sa.y things like lilt is impossible in princ"ip'le

to be in some sensation ~ without brain state e occurring" for just as in

Eucl idean geometry we say lilt is impossible in princip'le to deny that the

shortest distance between two points is a straight line" so in future neuro-

physiological theory it may be inconceivable to think of someone having a

sensation w without being in brain state t. Statements in the neuro

physiological theory would be like statements in Euclidean geometry, that is

to say much more "analytic" in chamcter than "synthet'ic". Of more importance

is the argument used by Feyerabend who, although allowing that lidentHication"

is appropriate in its basic intent, maintains that the problem should be seen

rather as the ~eplacement or supplantation of concepts of earlier stages of

scientific theories by concepts of a later, more a~curate, and more compre-

hensive theory. Replacement or supplantation is more app}hopriate because

Feyerabend points out that if there are no mental events- in the usual sense

(that is if physicalism is true) then the lidentHication" hypotheses espoused

by Feigl and others is either false or nonsensical. He says,

Ills the possil)'ility to be denied that we may discover
that there are no 'minds' in the sense in which this
wo~d occurs in-the familiar mentalistic ideology, and
that there is therefore no mind-body relation to be
analysed. II 20

20 P.K. Feyera-benct, "Pl"oblems of Emplr"jcism" 'in ~'t0nd the Edge of
Certainty, ed. R.G. Colodny, P-H.65.
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Feyerabend goes on to say that in this case the attempt to analyse the

mind-body relation would be analogous to trying to find the molecular'

constituents of phlogiston when there \'la.s the possibility (and now tile

fact) that phlogiston does not exist. (I think Feyerabend is overstating

his case in saying that there may be no mind-body relation to be analysed

but nevertheless his point about replacement or supplantation rather than

lIidentification ll still stands and 1 vli11 expand on it later on).

Nov; to the main argument of this section. The most pOl'Jerful objection

to the physicalist analysis of sensations is that one can say things about a
\

sensation which cannot be said about a physiological occurrence 9 and vice-

versa there a}~e things that can be said about physiological OCCtlfY'elices which

cannot be said about sensations. For instance we can say of a physiological

occurrence that it contains elements that move over a curved path while it

would be nonsense to say that the sensation of red as exper~enced contains

elements that move on a curved path; we· can say that a sensat-j on is confused

or clear while a physiological occurrence is neither confused or clear; or

that a sensation as experienced is non-locatable while a physiological

occurrence is locatable~l There are a host of things which can be predicated

of one event but not the other. Now it is argued that because there are things

that can be said of mental occurrences which cannot be said about physical

processes then mental plhocesses cannot be analysed in physicalist terms because

it would result in either false or meaningless assertions. The argument then

hinges on showing that a physicalist analysis results in either false or

11 It is often argued that 'is coloured' is predicable of 'physiological
event', but not of 'sensation' ;·but I don't think an event has colour either.
Objects within an event may be coloured but it is nonsense to speak of the
event itself as coloured. One traffic light is red 9 the other green, but the
event of the changing of the traffic lights is pot coloured.
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nonsensical statements so let us examine these charges. Consider the charge

of nonsense first. The proponent of the objection is saying that if we

countenance a physicalist type analysis of sensations then we will come up

with sentences like 'The sensation of pain contains a part that is moving

in a curved path' or 'The sensation of pa'in is located in this 01" that part

of the bnain' - sentences which don't make sense in or'dinary sensation

language. Allegedly these sentences do not make sense because we do not

m~an by 'my exper'ience of red' that 'it contains a part that i~ moving in

a curved path' ~ and even if we did accept the sentence as meaningful then all

we would be doing is giving the expression 'contains a part that is moving in

a curved path' a new meaning, namely (experiences a red sensation'. Thus the

contention is that as long as the \'Ior'dscomposing the expression keep theil~

present meanings then the sentence is nonsensical. (A variation on this

"linguistic argument" \tJas used by J. Shaffer22 against Smart. Shaffer argued

that ordinary li:1nguage implies that experiences are not in physical space and

ther'efol"'e it is contrary to ordinary language to say that experiences are

bra in processes .. He argued th,tt to some extent ordi nal"'y 1anguage embodi es

a dualisUc metaphys'ics and this must .J?r:..ima. facie go against theidentHy

thesis). However~ I don't think that this sort of objection is at all telling

for as Feyerabend says

"Trying to eliminate mater'jalism by reference to the common
idiom, or some other favoured language, therefore means
putting the cart before the horse'" 23

22JeY'orne Shaffer~ "!"lental States and Bl"ain Pl~ocess", Journal of
Philos~P-hY, 1961.

23p. K. Feyerabend. "Problems of El1lpil~'icism", Beyon9. the_ Edg~_of.
Cet~tainty, ed. R. Colodny, P-H. 1965, p. °188.
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i~hether or not the sentence is nons ens 'j cal depends veY'Y much upon context ~

and with the development of new scientific theories it is constantly

occurring that sentences that were nonsensical or did not have a use

acquired a use because of a change in the conceptual context. Neither do

these changes occur necessarily because the words acquired new meanings

but because the old meanings determine a neVI use g'jven the nevI context

created by scientific development. H. Putnam24 points out that -it was

precisely because Einstein did not change the meanings of words used in

Euclidean geometry that some of h'is ideas were so· incomprehensible \'!hen first

expounded. To be told for instance that one could come back to the same place

by moving in one dil"ection on a stl"aight line vla.S incomprehens'ible at the time

because the meaning of the WOY'ds were not used differently. .It is much closer

to the truth in these situati ons to say that we adopt a nevI set of c~lcepts

which leaves ordinary language untouched except 'in special contexts (i.e. v/hen

terms of ordinal~y language ar'e used in scientific contexts). i~e must distin-

guish between

a) a sentence 'tlhi eh aequi res a use .!?e~ause of vlhat the
words ordinarily mean

and
b) the' cases in which words are literally given a use

(inventing new words for instance where meanings
are stipulated for certain expl"essions).

The sentences or words of interest to us are of (a) cases and not (b) cases.

A furthel" illustration will help to see the point in the mind-body case.

Our sorts of allegedly nonsensical sentences are comparable with the use of
,

the sentence 'He is haHvlay through his dream', a sentence which did not have

a use until we had means of telling on the. basis of physical indicators

24H. pu~-nam, "Hi nds and Hach i nes ", in Di mens ions of t~i nd, ed. S. Hook,
Collier-Macmillan, 1960.
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(electroence-phalograms, blood pressure, eye 'movements, etc.) \..,rhen dreams

started and stopped. 'Both1lViy expel"ience of red canta'ins a part that is

moving in a curved path l and tHe is halfway through his dt~eam' al"'e sentences

which seem to go against our ordinary use of the words involved, but this is

no objection to a physicalist analysis just as it was no objection against

Ei nstei n I s General Theory of Relati vity that sentences 1i ke I You wi 11 come

back to the same place by moving in one direction on a straight line' were

deemed incompY'ehensible at the time that Einstein1s theory was first

propounded. This sentence only seemed incomprehensible at the time because

\'le \'lere used to thinking 'in Euclidean concepts of "space", "direction" and

"straight line" and so on, but once one understands non-Euclidean concepts

then there is nothing incomprehensible about it.

The second. and more serious charge is that a physicalist analysis

would result in false statements because as a matter of fact there are

"observati ana1" differences between sensati ons as expet4 i enced and the

corresponsing neurophysiological process. For instance, introspective

Ilobservation" of myself in pain indicates that my state of consciousness

when experiencing the sensation is not locatable (we speak of the pain as

in my leg or in my arm, but the argument runs that it is not the case that

n~ state of being-aware-of=a-pain-in-my-leg, or the state of consciousness

is also in my leg),25·while observation vlil1 shm'l that the "correlated"

physiological occurrence is located in a specific part of the~brain; or

again that my experience is not observed as having parts whereas the
,

physiological occurrence does have parts. Now do these alleged observational

differences constitute proof against a physicalist analysis?' I think not.

2r.·:lSee J. Shaffer, II t,1enta1 States and Brain Process ll
, The lJournal of

Philosophy, 1961, p. 815.
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The way out of these difficulties is to argue that while it is true that

sensations ~s ~xpetielJ.~~.9.. do not have the features attl"'ibutable to

physiological occurrences it is true only vlithin the I/account" or theory

we give of sensations at a phenomenal or experiential level: Only within

our phenomenal language do they lack these features but that in a neuro

physiological theory or account of sensation we may be justified on empirical

grounds in also attributing these other features to them. In other words,

given that at some later date we wil"! have sufficient ;~ci~ntific grounds for

identifying sensations \·dth neurophysiological processes the concepts in

neurophysiological theory like 'location ' , 'having parts', 'contains elements

which move in a curved path ' , etc. \lJi11 be applicable to OUI~ phenomenal

language notion of sensations and vrill supplement and replo.ce the concepts

\IJhereby ~,e understand sensations at the phenomenal level. In such an event

(that :is if future scientific development will justify an "'identification")

the features of. sensations in the higher level neurophysiological theOlAY

v·/Oul d not necessarily .:@l s'j f.'[ the features of sensati ons at the 10\'IeIA

phenomenal level .but rather these new neurophysiological concepts supplant,

rep1ace, and add to OLnA low 1eve1 phenomena1 concepts. Thus to the argument

that then~ is something inconsistent with a physical ist analys"js because such

an analysis commits one to speak fOt~ instance of the location of sensations

and th"is does not rna.ke sense or is just simply false (as is bm~ne out by the

absence of niles in ordinary language for either assert'ing or denying that

sensations have locat"jon), my reply is that it is only at the phenomenal

account or theory of sensations that these neurophysiological concepts have

no use. But now if at a future date there were sufficient scientific

grounds to say IISensations at~e neurophysiological processes" then ne"ither
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would it be nonsensical nor false to apply a criterion of location and

ethel" concepts which the new"ophysielogical theory \'lOuld carry VJith it.

Furthermore these new features of sensations such as location~ having

parts, contains elements which move in a curved path, etc., would add and

enrich our understanding of the nature of sensations. Thus it is not a

question of these new neurophysiological concepts falsifying the features

of sensations we are aware of at a phenomenal level but of these new

concepts enriching our general understanding of sensations.

The pas H"i on I have taken to rebutt the objecti ons to an IIi dentifi

ciltion ll cou"ld be called a IIdouble-theor'yll vie'll. Hhat I have tl"ied to shmv

is that the objections mentioned earlier are not substantial ones if one

vim'ls this strand of the mind"~body problem as an issue about the possibi"lity

of a futur'(~ theory about sensations (a superior scientific theory) replacing

or' supplanting parts but.not all of our lower level phenomenal theoy'yabout

sensations. (The replacement of parts of one theory for more explanatOl~i1y

adequate pal'ts of another theol~Y). However before goi ng any further I vJant

to shOi'/ that the "double-theory " v"jew ~'/hich I have l"elied on is a tenable

view. I \'lin trY to illustrate this by comparing the double-theory view

\vith other cases \lJhere the same sort of replacement and supplantation of

certa"j n concepts of one theory for concepts in another lovler order' theory

OCCU1"S. I \'iish to sho\'1 that if futul"e scientific developments provide

sufficient grounds to say IISensations are neurophysiological processes after

all" then this statement is compi.H~able to othel" well-established scientific

lIidentifications" of the following sorts,

1. Lightning is an electrical discharge from ionized
clouds of water vapour.

2. Material objects are certain structural collections
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of atomic particles.

3. Water is a collection of H20 molecules.

(It is important to note flAom the outset that these examples are not used

to £rove the point but only to help by analogy to explain the point. There

are obvious differences between the sensation case and the above examples

e~pecially with regards to the epistemological features' (direct knowledge)

of the sensation case which must be given special treatement. However I

hope to shm'i that the sensation case is comparable "dth the other examples

in a relevant way).

The R.H.S. of the listed identificatio~s are theoretical expressions

"dthin an elaborated and \'Jell-established scientific theory \vhile the L.H.S.

are expressions within an account at a lower theoretical level (phenomenal

level). Similarly I think that if future science established that 'Sensation

~ is the neurophysiological process ~. then this identification would be of

the same sort as the examples listed. In this event the expression

'neurophysiological process ~. would be an expression in an elaborated

scientific theol~y and \'iould carry with it con'cepts such as 'location', 'contains

elements Which' move in a curved path', etc., and the expression 'sensation 1JI1 is

an expression in an account at a phenomenal level and "JOu"ld carry with it all

the attendant features of sensations at that level. Let us follow this through

by comparing the sensation case with the second of our examples - 'lvlaterial

objects are certain st}~uctul~al collections of atomic particles'. From our'

experience of seeing and feeling a material object, say a chair:we postulate

it as an object in the "outer" wOI"l d and speak of the obj ect ina phys i co.1

object language (the physical object language can be thought of as a theory

or'account about our experience of a chair). On further inverstigation we
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develop i1 more sophisticated theory to replace or supplant concepts in the

physical object language theory: For instance i~ science the phenomenal

concept of 'chair' is r-eplaced by the concept of "a certa.in structural

collection of atomic particles". Now why should we not treat 'Sensation $

is physiological occurrence II in the same way? Let us follow this through.

I experience pain or some other ~nsation just as I see lightning or feel

the hardness of a material object, so then why should we not in this case

postulate not something outs"ide of myself but something inside of myself 

viz: a brain process? I was justified in postulating an object outside of

myself (a matet'ial object) and then theorizing and investigating the nature

of that object so now why am I not justified in doing the same thing with

sensations? In the identifications listed earlier I am entitled to say

that despite the dHfer'ence in features between (a) my expetience of

lightning, of water~ of a material object, and (b) the features peculiar to

their respective theories on the R.H.S., nevertheless they are perfectly

legit-jmate lidentH"ications" or explications of the events on the L.H.S.

Now Illy argument is why alAe ~ve not j~stified in doing the same sort of

thing in the sensation case? But one objection to this sort of account is

to point out the difference between the sensation case and the material

object case over the question of our direct knowled9..~ of the character of

sensations. The sensation case is unique and different from the other

identifications because we have direct knowledge of the content or character

of sensations which unlike the L.H.S. of the other identifications cannot be

redescribed with any improvement by any higher level scientific theot~y such

as an Utopian neurophysiological theory. In the ca.se of 'material object l
,

Iwater l and Ilightning l
, these are redescribed in well-established scienti-
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fic theories which describe the phenomena more accurately and with improve

ment but in the sensation case, because we have direct knowledge of the

character of sensation this is not the case and consequently the comparison

is supposed to break down. Because we have direct knowledge of sensations

which cannot be redescribed more accUi~ately by neuy'ophysiological theory

then 'Sensation ~ is neurophysiological process .' cannot be treated as

comparable with the other examples. ~~ reply to this objection though is

to argue against the alleged knowledge content of sensations as experienced.

Or put anothel~ way, I wi 11 ques ti on what the Il g'i ven ll aspect of experi ence

really amounts to.

First let us see what we are supposed to do to be persuaded of the

alleged g;veness. If I am in pa'irl then I utter the sentence. HI am in pain"

and this has a meaning for me and for others. I know the meaning of pain,

I kno\'1 that having a pain is different from feenng pleasure; that pain

can be eliminated by anaesthetic; that they are not contagious; that tables

and chairs do not experience them~ and so on. I also know that my utterance

is undet~stood by othel" people beca.use they sympathize \'.Jith me and they give

me attention. Let what I have said so far be called the learning context

whereby I can be said to know the meaning of pain. Now someone who wants

me to understand the "given" aspect of my experience is asking me to forget

about the learning context which guarantees the meaningfulness of the utterance

and to reinterpret the utterance independently of the context so that it now

concerns only \'lhat 'is known directly by acquaintance. But what am I supposed

to know independently of the context? I don't thi nk that vie know anythi ng.

(Kant argues for this position in the first fr"iyi9-lw; our "sensations" are

not yet "perceptions ll but that in order to give r'ise to a pel~ception a
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sensation must be "hlterpreted" v/ithin the framework of space and time. And

our perceptions are still not experiences until they are subjected to the

conceptual framework of experience. In other words sensa"dons do not qual ify

as objects of knovvledge (perceptions) until they have been "interpreted"

v/ithin the framework of space and time - the ~ Q.r~:LOl~i forms of perception 

and the conceptual framework of experience - the categories). Now I think

the proponent of the phenomenally given argument is asking me to do some

thing conceptually impossible: He is asking me to free the meaning of the

utterance II am in pain' from its housing in the conceptual framework and

to think of a new statement expressed in the same sentence about the

phenomena11y gi ven. But freed from Hs "conceptua1 hous i n9 II the sentence

is empty of meaning and content, it is only a full and meaningful sentence

when one thinks about the experience and this brings us back to the central

poi nt that how the exped ence i s chat~acteri zed v~i1'1 be a functi on of the way

one thinks about it in a particular language or theory. Nor does anything

that has been said deny the fact of knoll/ledge of the g'iven by direct

acquaintance but rather it says something about what the nature of that

fact amounts to; in one theOl~y (the phenomenal language theory) sensation

~ is a fact characterized as non-locatable l etc., while in another theory

or another conceptual frame\fJO}~k (the neuro-physiological theor'Y) sensation

l/J is a fact characterized as locatable s etc:. Feyerabend sums up the point

I have been try'jng to put acmss thisVlay:

liThe argument that we attacked was as fa 11 OVlS: there is
the fact of knowledge by acquaintance. This fact refutes
mate~ialism, according to which there would be no.such
fact. The attack consisted in pointing out that although
knmiledge by acquaintance may be a fact, this fact is the
result of certain peculiarities of the language spoken and
therefore alterable. Materialism [and, for that matter,
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also an objective spiritualism like Hegel's] recognizes
the fact and ?uggests that it be altered by including
our knowledge of human beings (physical knowledge and
physiological knowledge alike) in the mental notions. 1I

26

Hhat Feyerabend is 'saying here and elsevlheY'e in the artic'le is this: r~y

cl aims to ~nO\v a sensation, my cl aims to understand ~'/hat the nature of a

sensation is, are II mediated li by the lower-level phenomenal language, just

as the features I kno\'1 about cha.h~s are lImediated ll by matedal-object

language. (Of course, the material-object language was generated from a

learning context just like utterances in the phenomenal language. I

understood the sentence 'There is a table before me' because I have learned

certain things about material objects; for instance r can predict the sort

of tactile sensations that are going to occur; that chairs and tables fall

to the ground when not suppot~ted; their behaviour in relation to other

objects; that they do not feel pain, and a host of other things). Now if

after scientific discovery and theorizing a higher level neurophysio'!ogical

theory replaces, expands on 01" adds to the 10\ver phenomenal level language

theOl~y then the succeedi n9 theory wi 11 carry \'Ii th i t featUl~es of sensati ons

\'1hich \'1ere not in the other theory. For just as atomic particle theory

supplanted our'material object language theor-y and intl~oduced features into

our understanding which were absent from our understanding at a material

object level so wi "11 neurophysiolog'ical theory can~y with it features \'lhich

were absent fl~om the phenomenal 1anguage account. To repeat once mot~e the

central point: How the experience is characterized will be a function of
,

the theory \'/e a.re speaki ng about and the fact of exper'ience by acquaintance

w'ill be charactet~ized by the featut~es of that theory. This is important

because it shows what we are doing when we speak of our experience in

neurophysiological theory - we are giving a theoretical or' 'intellectual
---

26 Ibid ., p. 193.
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account of events inside ourselves - viz: brain processes. (The phenomenal

language theory is an account, too, but it is at a much lo\'ler level). Thus

when some concepts in neurophys i 01 ogy rep "I ace some of the concepts in the

lO\'Jer theory then 'de al~e not exchanging experience with all its \'larm familial~

phenomena1 features for a mere theoty. The fact of di reet experience qua

experi ence does not d"i sappear but what the kl~.9wl eciRe content of the sensatton

will amount to, that-is how the sensation experience is characterized will be

a function of the theory we employ to understand the experience. Thus in

this account if VIe were to ask II\.<Jhat is the nature of a sensation?1I then the

al'IS\'Jer is largely determined by the sort of theory or language in VJhich the

question is asked. If we ask the question "in our ordinary phenomenal language

then the anS\-/el~ will be something like IIA rav!··feel (pain for example) is a

mental OCCU1Arence felt by most human beings at some time or other \'/hich is

vel~Y di ffi cuH to descri be to a person \.,,110 has not experi ence it. One also

feels hUl~t and d"istressed v/hile exper"ienC"ing it. II The reply to the question

in a more sophisticated neurophysiological theOl~y "muld be very different and

would run something like IIA ravJ··feel "is a neural occunAence, travels along

nerve fibres, and is readily detectable and describable upon examining one's

centl~al nervous system. II These are tvJO different answers to the same question

and we can see that the content of the anSl'ler is res tti cted by "the form of

theory of which l~a\'J-feel is part. This shows that there are not tvlO dHferent

sorts of reality but rather tV10 theoretical framel-Jorks or posit"ions to v"ievJ

and describe it. Now if we take a hint ft'om pcll~allel scientific cases vlhere

one theOlAY quite often repl aces and expands on some concepts ina lov/er order

theory about the same phenomena then I see few object"ions to a IIdouble

theoryll position.



CHAPTER V PRIVACY AND INCORRIGIBILITY

The viewpoint I was canvassing for in the previous chapter is far

from home and dry because one seri ous phi 1osopll"i c or to be more predse

epi~temological obstacle is the argument that we are directly acquainted

with some phenomenally given aspect of experience and this is borne out

by the unique epistemological features of first person sensation statements

\vith respect to incorr'lgibility and privacy C'logically pr'ivileged access lt
).

Our first person sensation statements are incorrigible and private while

neurophysiolDgical statements are not so, and the argument runs that because

we can pred'icate 'private' and 'incorr'igible ' of one sidi:l of. the lIidentity ll

statement but not the other then this shows that an analysis along the lines

of the last chapter is inconsistent or incompatible. Furthermore the question

of the phenomenally given reappears once more since allegedly it is on the

basis of our direct acquaintance vlith the phenomenally g"iven that the predi

cates lincorrigible ' and Iprivate l are asserted of sensation statements and

not of neurophysiological statements. The issue then is whether the a11eged

incorr~igibility and pr'ivacy of sensation reports in the low-level phenomenal

language implies that we are acquainted with a, phenomenally given aspect of

experience and \vhether this is sufficient to refute the physicalist-type

analysis proposed. The obvious manoevre in this situation is to cast

suspicion on the notion of incorl"igibility and shmv that s'incerely asserted

sensation statements are only generall.l and empirical'ly true and not indubitably

or logically true; (one could also cast dqubt on the notion of privacy~ construed

to mean 1l1 0g 'ically privileged access" in the same Iday). For if incorr'igibility
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and privacy are not incorrigibOle nor private in the sense desired then they

cannot legitimately be used to generate arguments to show that there is a

phenomenally given aspect to experience in virtue of which we can speak of

indubitably true statements~ and Illogically privileged access ll . It cannot

be argued that it is because there is a content to the phenomenally given

that the concepts of incorrigibility and privacy are meaningful. My tactics

then is to undel~nrine the usual conception of incorrigibility and privacy

and thereby undermine the arguments against physicalism which are generated

from these conceptions. I hope thi s vJi 11 serve b'lO tasks - (a) serve as a
\

straightforward argument against the current epistemological objections to

the lIidentity ll thesis over incorrigibility and privacy; (b) ind'irectly serve

as a deep level attack on the pheno~enally given argument insofar as it

rel"ies upon and dr"uws strength from the traditional notions of incor'rigibility

and privacy attached to sensat"ion statements. I have already dealt v/ith the

phenomenally given arguments so the heart of this final chapter will be the

attempt to tl~y and shoH that sensation statements are neither lo.9i~~llY.. tr'ue

nor imply a logically privileged access, but are only continge~ true and

imply only a contoingent pt~ivneged access.

Let us look at the usual arguments against "ich·ntityll theol~ies and

against a physicalist analysis which are generated fl the notions of

indubitability and privacy C'Ologically pl"ivileged acc:C'ssll). The 'argument

from privacy' and the 'argument from incorl"igibility', as r shall baptize

them are really more serious variations on t~e sorts of objections

encountered eaY'lier, namely that vIe can say things of sensations wll"ich

cannot be said of neurophysiological occurrences: Because we can say of

sincerely asserted sensation statements, but not of neurophysiological
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statements that they at"e incolTigible and pt1vatc-:! then an ""identification"

or analysis of sensations in physicalist terms is incompatible or inconsis-

tdnt. Let us examine the arguments separately, taking the argument from

pri va cy fi rs t.

The Argument Fl'om Pr; vacy:

The argument centres on the notion of 'private'construed to mean

Illogically pt'"iv;leged access" and claims that since 'private' can be

predicated of 'sensations' but not of 'neuro-physiological occurrence',

and 'public' can be predicated of 'neuro-physiological occurrence' but not

of sensations' then the "identification" of sensations with neuro-physio-

10g'ica"' occur-rences is incompat'ible. Let us examine the sorts of propositions

and implications the argument makes use of. The following is a reconstruction
27of the essent'ials of K.I"1. Baeh' argument against Smart's identHy theory:

(i) If 'pi is a first person sensation report 
e.g. "I see an aftet~-image", "I feel pa'in",
etc.~ then this implies that 'pi is an
introspective report.

(ii) Since 'pi is an introspective report then this
implies that 'pi is about something private. ~

{'Private' in the sense that I am the only one
awat'e of my subject-i ve states).

(iii) Therefore~ if 'pi is a first person sensation
report then 'pi is about something private.

Thus the first stage of the argument establishes the privacy of first persori

sensat-ion repol"ts from the fact that a sensation is the object of awareness

of that person and no other. The next stage is to bring this truth to bear

on the II-identity" thesis.
27 ------.--

K.f~. Baeir, IlSmart on Sensations", Austral'ian Journal of Ph'ilosopIW,9
Va 1. 40, 1962.
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(i) If 'p' is about something private then 'pl cannot
be about something public.

(ii) If 'pl is a physiological description, then it is
about something public.

(iii) Thetefore, 'pi, which is about someth'ing private,
is inconsistent with 'pi as about something public.
It fol"lows from th; s· that s1 nce sensati on reports
are about something private and physiological
descriptions about something public that the
identity is inconsistent or incompat'ible.

The questiona.ble par't of this argument is the use made of the public-private

dichotomy and I will centre my attention on this pat't. At premise (i) the

argument assumes that there is only one sense to private and one sense to

public and that they are mutually exclusive. I I·,lin concern myself with the

meaning of 'priva.te ' and see whether the dichotomy is as black-and-white as

the argument supposes.

If one "Jere to speak of sensations as II private ll
, then one \-,ould say

that the following minimum requirements were satisfied.

(a) The sensation is owned by somebody

and

(b) The sensation is exclusive to that person
because two,. persons cannot have one sensati on.

Now, while we usually speak of conditions (a) and (b) as true of sensations

there is nothing incompatible between these conditions and physiological

events. Whether sensations are identical with physiological events or not

the event is sti1"l owned, Ol~ had by someone, it is also exclusive to that

person (or thing) in that one event cannot be had by two persons (or tvlO

tfri ngs). Conditi ons (a) and (b) only specify tokeil-occun~ence conditi ons;

that 'is, the condit'ions only specify a criteri6nof numerically distinct

sensation occurrences. But this applies to physiological occurrences too,
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therefore the conditions are neutral to the "identity" thesis since they

~re conditions applicable to any numerically distinct event or occurrence.

Thus, this sense of private is not exclusive to sensations alone and no

"privacyll al"gument can be generated from it,.

But to be fair to the proponent of the 'argument of privacy' I

think he is aware of these issues but wishes to point to a further, philo

sophically extended sense of pdvate, Philosophically ";Ie speak of lI absolute

privacyll or lI absolute subjectivity" ''!here VJe mean that our subjective states

are in principle inaccessible to intersubjective confirmation', The existence

of lI absolutely private states" can only in principle be confirmed by the

person having the experience. These concepts are conceived of as the bare

phenomenally given o~ raw-feel aspects of experience in one's stream of

consciousness. This sense of private has a cluster of further epistomological

concepts attached to it~. For instance, this sense of pl"ivacy impl'ies an

ep'istomological asymmetry between knowledge of my o\'ln mental states and

knowledge of other persons mental states, This asymmetry ;s usually

chara,cterized by the predicates "inferential-non-inferential ll , lIimmediate

mediate", Furthermore, because sensations are private and inaccessible

to all others but oneself one has final epistomological authority over them

(on this basis sensation statements are supposed to be incorrigible or

indubitably true), NOli! putting aside discussion of this cluster of epistorno

logical concepts attached to pl~ivacy and coming straight to the point the

question relevant to the privacy' argument is whether raw-feels can in

principle be shared. Do we have a logica_~ privileged access to sensations?

No doubt \'!e have II privi"leged access" to our .mental states but is this a lbg~

ical or an empirical privileged access? Or put another way, are sensatf6ns
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private in any sense other than a logically trivial sense specified in

conditions a) and b)? To give a suitable answer to this question the

following distinction is relevant:

a) an epistomological sense of private

and

b) a physiological sense of private. 28

The epistomological sense of private demands that if I make a knowledge

of first-person sensation statements in much the same way as the concept of

"a r'eason" makes an action "intelligible". Now while not denying the

28The inspiration for this distinction came from P. Meehl IS article.
"The Compl ete Autocer'eb\~oscopi5t: A Though-Experiment on Pmfessor Fei g1 1 s
Nind-Body Identity Thesis" in r"lind". ~1atter and f'1ethod, ed. Feyerabend and
t·1axv/el'l, Univers"ity of r~innesota P\~ess, '1966.
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lintell'igibilHy" conditions which a) specifies I think the question of

0hether an experience can be shared is left untouched by this because it

is a physiological question and not an epistomological one. I think the

privacy of my sensati ons amounts to no mon~ than the fact that "I II am

c.ausally related to limy" sensations in a causally dii"'ect way. Hhat I mean

by this is that I develop a set of verbal habits or reporting mechanism

through learning a language such that I am able to make first-person

sensation statements whenever I experience a sensation and feel inclined

to ver'balize it. This IItokening mechanism" is causally related to the

relevant cortical state "correlated ll vJith the sensat·jon. Now pY'ivacy in

sense b) is no more than the physiological fact that my toketYing mechanism'

is causally t~elated to ~l1Y cOi~tical state. On tlris account ther'e is noth'ing

special about the epistomological fact that I know that I feel pain under

circumstances in \'Jhich you do not know that I fee" pa'in and vice-vey·sa. The

epi stomo1ogi ca1 asymmetry can be simp 'Iy' exp1ai ned by sayi ng that my . tokeni ng

mechanism' is linked to ~y cerebt~al state and not to yours. Hhat all this

tends to shoVJ is that the appai'ent epistomological absurdity of speak'ing of
.,

shared experience is only absurd because of our contingent physiological

make-up but there is no logical obstacle in speaking of shared experience.

From what has been said there seems to be no philosophical reason

that given Utopian neuro-physiology we could not "wire" (connect) the

tokening mechan'islTI' of Jones to the relevant pai~t of Smith's cortex in such

a way that Jones would token the same event as Smith and experience the

same event as Smith even though the event was occurring in Smith's cortex.

In th; s case the sensati on ~ in 'a very meani ngful sense is no 1anger -private

to Smith in the absolute sense originally implied. We could speak of two
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organisms sharing the same cortex and consequently of both experiencing

the same sensation. Thus \'Jhether an expeY'ience is "shareable" or not

depends essentially on causal possibilities and should not be confused

"lith the /Iintelligibility " stipulation of pt'ivacy in a). Hhile at present

it on1y makes sense to speak of one person havi ng an experi ence it "j sin

principle possible, that is, there are no philosophic obstacles preventing

us from speaki ng of two persons hay; ng the same sensation. Neither

does this beg the question of the identity at. issue. All that has been

shown is that privacy and the identity thesis are not incompatible. The

argum~nt also suggests that Jones' . tokening could be regarded as more

dependable than Smith's even though the cortex belonged to Smith because it

may be that the connection between Jones' tokening mechanis~· and Smith's

cortex is more dependable than Smith's connection. Now if the expression

'more dependable than' is construed epistomologically is it not possible

that we might want to accept Jones' /Iknov/ledge claim" in pt~eference to

Smith's? This brings us to the other epistomological predicate 'incorrigi

bility' and the argument against the identity theory over the aileged

incorrigib11it~ of sensation statements.

The Incorrigibility Argument:

This at'gument I baptize the /Iargument from the incorrigibility of

sensati OilS II. It amounts to tll'i s: OLn~ knowl edge cl aims about sensati ons

are incorrigible, that is, our sensation statement~ if sincerely asserted

could not in principle be opposed by evidence sufficient to abandon them.

NoVi if sensations are "identical/l to physiologoical OCCUrl~ences it ouqht to

follO\~ from the identity \~elation that physiolog'ical statements too could

not be opposed by evidence sufficient to Cl.bandon m~ modify them, but this
McMASTER UNIVERSITY L18RAHY
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obviously is not true since the truth of these statements could change vrith

the development of science. The argument concludes that since 'incorrigible'

can be attributed to one side of the identity but not to the other then this

is inconsistent or incompatible \'/ith an identity relation. Before deal"ing

vIi tl1 a defence of the theory's posi ti on I wi sh to say somethi ng about the

meaning of incorrigible used in this context.

A first-person sensation statement is incorrigible or indubitable

if t~ey are not only generally true when sincerely asserted but are always

true when sincerely asserted. It is the mark of an incorrigible statement

that its being honestly asserted is a logically sufficient condition of its

being true. And if anything can be said to justify a person in saying that

he is in pain it is simply his being in pain, not his having evidence that

justifies him. This latter claim that evidence is irrelevant is central to

the usual concept"ion of incol"rigibility especially in the IT!ind-body controvetsy,

but the bul k of my forthcomi ng argument' is to sho\\1 that evi dence _coul.<L~

(though hard"'y ever is) counted as relevant. r'1y present interest though is

in trying to salvage some philosophic t~espectibi1ity out of the notion in

the 1i ght of attempts usually made to hedge around -j ncorri gi bi 1ity v/hen

confronted with unfavourable counter-examples. There seems to be no end to

the l"ist of l'qualifications" to incon~igible in order to secure a sense of

absolute certainty about sensations. \-Jhat is harmful though is not so much

making a list of qualifications, for instance - IAn English-speaking person,

not lying, not hypnotized, etc., cannot be mistaken about the utterance III

am in pain'" - the harm is in the' etc. I which does duty for \'Jhat might be

genuine cases of mistakes. Even the hedging expression 'uses the wrong

"Jord (misdescr'ipt"ion), conceals the fact that misdescription may result
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from lack of knowledge or mistaken bel'iefs about the sorts of sensations

felt. It may not merely be a person1s Vlords - his inabil'ity to speak the

English language and label the sensation correctly - but h'is belief which

is mistaken. His understand'ing of the nature of the sensation may be

mistaken and this is not a linguistic matter if he knows the meanings of

the 'terms 'j nvo1ved. It is pl"eci sely because he knovJs the mean; ngs of the

words involved that we say he is mistaken. The qualifying expression does

not distinguish between "misdescription" and "mistaken belief ll for if a

person1s belief is mistaken then in a very meaningful sense we can say that

his experience is mistaken too. For instance, if I were knocked on the head

and asked to say how many "s tars ll I saw isn't it possible that I could be

mistaken in my belief as to hOVJ many there wet~e? I could be·mistaken about

these "stai~s" as about the number of stars I"sm-J in the hea.vens. It is

difficult to g'ive examples of mistakes about one1s sensation expetiences 9

this is not only because as a matter of fact sensation statements are generally

true but there is the further reason that at present there are no other ways of

finding out whether sensation statements sincerely asserted are in fact true.

(It is a fact about our' communication VJith others that v·Je accept the truth of

their sensation reports on trust. Since there is no way at present of finding

out independently of sincere assertions then what else can we do?). However,

this is not to say th~t in principle we could never find a method independent

of sincei""e first··person assertions. ~Jhat folloVJS vlill be an e"laboration on

this central point.

The issue between incon~igibility and the "identity'I·;theory can be

highlighted in the following question: Is· a person the final ep'istemological

authority on his sensation reports? It 'is obv'ioLisly generally true that he



is but is it true in principle? 1~aditional1y at least the question was

ahJays ansl'Jered in the affi mat i ve, it was argued that no evi dence woul d

make us abandon our c'laim. The real question at issue then is \'1hethet"

evidence is relevant to the truth of these statements. To dramatize the

issue I \'/i 11 consi der P. 1"1eehl l s "thought~-expe}"'iment II with an "autocel"'e

bl"oscope" . 29 The poi nt of the expedment w'j'll be to tr'y and 5110\'1 that

physiological (or scientific) considerations could be regarded as evidence

for or against first-person sensation reports. If this can be shown then

the argument fy'om incorrigibility is not as serious an objection against

the identity theory as was thought.

An "autocerebroscope" is an imaginal~y device which as its name

suggests enables a person to receive infOl~mation about his brain state

while he is experiencing a raw-feel The device consists of instruments

leading off the relevant 'pm"t of my brain which convert the. pattems of

the brain state into symbolic patterns 0hich are projected onto a television

screen in front of me. For simplicity's sake, let us limH my exper'ience to

two colour qualities, red (R) and green (G). Thus, only symbolic pattern (R)'

and (G) will appear on the screen. The apparatus is so devised that symbol

(R) and symbol (G) appear alternately on the screen whenever the cortical

state known to be produced by

(a) imputs of red and green light waves in persons
with normal colour vision

and

(b) those states which ordinarily produce o.tokening
of the \'lOrd I gi~een I or 'red' by a per'son who knows
the meaning of these respective co'iour wOI"cls.

29p. ~1eeh1~ "The Comp'l etc Autocerebroscopi st - A Thought~Experiment
on Professor Feigl' s tljind-Body Identity Tlles·is". in t·1inc:h-I"1a!!er ansi.J1eiJlO~,

ed. Feyerabend and Maxwell.
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It is important to note that only the brain state "correlatedll with my seeing

green or red is conne~ted to the apparatus's symbolic representation on the

screen. This means that my tokening mechanism when I token either II see

green l or II see red' is independent of the connection bet~'1een bra"in

activity and symbolic repl~esentation. l'~y tokening mechanism is connected

to the brain state but this connection is independent of the connection

between brain state and symbols on the screen.

If all goes well I find myself token;ng 'red' as desctiptive of my

experience whenever (R) is on the screen and tok~ning Igreen' when (G)

appears.on the SCIAeen. But supposing one day I find myself experiencing

green v/hen the symbol on the screen is (R), I token I I see gt'een I when (R)

is on the screen. I try again but continue to feel certain that the pl"edi

cate Igr'een l is the cor"teet description of my experience. I knoYI how to

speak the English language pl~opeIAly~ I am not hypnot"ized and I sincerely

believe that 'green l is the appropriate word. IGreen' seems to be the only

\'lord to describe my experience. The obvious procedure in this situation is

to thoroughly check and test the autocerebroscrope, but suppose that

exhaustive tests fail to reveal any defect in the device. If I were a good

scientist the only alternative would be to conclude that there was something

wrong v/ith my blhain; I would have to say that my brain vIas not a normal

brain. Having confid'ence ;n the causal lav/s of science I Hould try to

expla'in the oddity of the situation by saying that someth"ing had gone \>/rong

".lith the connection between the raw-feel event correlated ~"ith my cortical

state and the tokening mechanism part of my brain. I would have to investi

gate (or someone else v,/Ould) my tokewing mechanism. my cOI"tical activity and

the connecti ng mechani sm betv/een them. Supposi ng that after research I di seaver
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something unusual about the connection such that scientifically it explains

my abetrated tokening and the bel"ief that I Vla.S experiencing green v/l1ich

went along with it. I. also discover that this occurs around 10% of the times
( ..

that I receive a red light-wave i~~ut, and furthermore this complaint is not

peculiar to my bra'in alone but also to 0.2% of the populat'ion. It viaS also

discovered by collaboration betvleen psychologists, neurologists and "au to

cerebroscropists" that.this physiological complaint 't/as usually explained as

a Freudian slip or some other "hedging" quali~ication mentioned ear'lier so

that \'/hat we nOt'ma lly thought to be a hedgi ng qual ifi cati on nO'll turns out to

be a genuine mistake and not a mere slip of the tongue. Scientifically all

is well again but the consequence is that we can now legitimately say that

raw-feels seem to me' to be green when they are in fact red and we are willing

to accept the results of the autocerebroscope in preference to a sincere

first-person sensation report. Now this shows that what I thought to be a

logically true statement a.bout my current exper'ience turns out to be false.

It further shows that if any of my sensation statements are true then they

are only as a matter of fact true. Thus given this Utopian situation of

the autocerebroscope and a sufficiently soplristicated neurophysiological

theory then my sensation statements are not logically indubitable but only

as a matter of fact generally true.

There are two possible objections to what has been said so far.

(i) Someone caul d say that vJhat you have argued for so far is thi s;

The autocerebroscopist is able to say from his knowl~dge of the correlation

between states of your brai n and mental states that v/hen you l~eport I I am

seeing green' when the autocerebroscope iridicates a red visual experience

then
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a) you are not lying

b) your brain is in the state appropriate for some
other visual experience (a red visual experience)

c) that there are disturbances in your brain which
would account for your mistake.

And from this we ought to cone'lude that your report is mistaken. NoVl, one

possible objection is this: Why should we side with th~ autocerebroscopist?

Should we not conclude tha.t. there is something vJrong vlith brain theory? This

is a possible rejoinder but since the objection is really about whether the

brain theory is well founded or not then surely this is a question to be

decided by a conference of qualified autocerebroscop'ists and neuro-physiologists.

Of cout~se it is true that the autocerebroscopist vJOuld have to establish his theory

first by accepting peoplels introspective reports and then correlating them

\'Jith brain states, but once the theol'Y is \'lell established and \'Iell systematized

it co~ld be used to cast doubt on any particular introspective report and in

this case first person psychological reports would only be contingently and

genera lly true.

ii) It could be argued that althoygh the autocerebroscopist shows that

the statement II am in pain l or II see red l are not incorrigible, but neverthe-

1ess he must admit that the statement I It seems to me that I am ; n pa in I m~ I I

believe that I see red l is incorrigible. However, I see little force in this

argument because in what way ;s the statement lIt seems to me that I am seeing

red l supposed to be indubitable? The statement is t\'ue but it is not

indubitably true though. If I assert II am in pain l sincerely and then the

autocerebroscope says otherwi se, then of cout~se my asserti on presupposes that

I believe that I am in pain but if I accept the readings of the autocerebro

scope then I say 1I0f course I believed I \'las in pain", or -1I0f course it
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seemed to me that I was in pain but now thanks to the autocerebroscope I

realize that I was mistaken". Because one has accepted the authority and

evi dence of the brai n theory and the autocet~ebroscope one rej ects one I s

own account of what one thought or "that seemed to be going on inside of

oneself. Again, as I tried to show in an earlier section, this account

does not deny the fact of one I s expel~i ence but rather one accepts the

evidence of a neura-physiological theory in preference to onels understanding

of that fact at a lower theoretical levei (i.e. the phenomenal language level).

What the thought-experiment shows is that neuto-physiological and

lIautocet:"ebroscopi e" cons i del~ati ons rni ght overti de si neel~e fi rst person sen

sation reports. This means that there may be situations of importance to

use physiological evidence or crHer'ia to decide ~'Jhethet~ fh'st pet~son

sensation reports are true or not indep~ndent of the person's convictions.

For instance) we may under some ci rcumstance Y'efuse to say that a pel~son

sincerely reporting an after-image of a certain shape, size and colour was

reporting correctly if his report conflicted with the autocerebroscope and

the pred'ictions of a certain theOl~y underpinnin9 tile conclusions of the

autocerebroscoRe. (Rresumably this would cause an enormous epistomological

shift in the traditional status of sensation repol"ts). Admittedly caution

is needed in maldng such claims for if occurrences of conflict with the

predi ct-j ons of a theory wer'e frequent enough then we \'Joul d have to modi fy

or even abandon tile theOl~y and replace "it "Jith another' one, ·nevertheless

the important pO'jnt against incor'i~igibility st'ill stands .. that some

physiologica'/-type evidence may be relevant. This point sel~iously undermines

the traditional conception of incorrigibility and takes the sting out of the

alleged incompatab-ility or inconsistency which a phys'jcal'ist analysis is ;;upposed

to lead to.
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